
A Civil War  Christmas   attempts  a difficult feat – to re-create a wide range of people caught up in 
the moral and literal warfare surrounding slavery. Award-winning playwright Paula Vogel has 
chosen the “kaleidoscope” method of plotting,  creating dozens  of tiny snippets  of dialogue 
almost too short to  be called scenes. Perhaps  this  is  meant to convey the chaos  of war, but I 
found it confusing. It was hard to become attached to the characters  – or even keep track of them 
-- as  their moments  onstage were so fleeting.  The advantage was that in one evening, viewers  get 
glimpses  of soldiers, servants, ex-slaves, assassins, and the upstairs/downstairs  inhabitants  of the 
White House, each one scrabbling for his  or her bit of hope and  happiness  amid the turmoil.  
 
The performers  had a treasure chest full of assignments,  each one portraying multiple characters.  
This  must have made it rewarding for them, but hard for the reviewer. So you’ll just have to go 
see the play  yourselves.  
 
The dialogue was workmanlike, with a few  humorously anachronistic one-liners. The most 
poignant bit of slave experience was the advice for fleeing slaves  to find freedom by using the 
North Star as  a guide.  A  woman points  to the Big Dipper and sings  to her little daughter, 
“Follow  the Drinking Gourd,” a phrase her lost child  later remembers  and repeats. 
 
Apart from the play  itself,  I’d like to comment on the rich array of materials  that the creative 
team at Town Hall Theatre has  assembled. Quilt artistry  with historic resonance is  displayed in 
the lobby. The Pre-Reading Packet,  which you can find on the website here: 
https://www.townhalltheatre.com/a-civil-war-christmas,   includes  historical information and 
images, poems  of the era, a map, historic photographs, and a list  of books,  websites, and DVDs 
for further exploration.  Together with the play, this  collection  leaves  you feeling that you have 
indeed traveled  in  a time machine and come back with a deeper understanding of another era.  


